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CALENDAR 

Holiday Party, Sat. Dec. 12 

Board meeting Mon. Jan. 11 

Lunch, Sun. Jan 17 

Coffee and tour of Coachwerks, Sat. Feb. 20 

New Models and Technology, Sun 20 March 

V .I. Motorsport Park, half day, late April 

Interior detailing, Sun. May 15 

Annual picnic, Sun. Jun. 26 

MBCA Regional tour, Jul. 8-10 

Motor Gathering, Sun. Aug. 21 

Tech talk: Intelligent Drive, Sun. Sep. 18 

Oktoberfest, Oct. date TBA 

Annual Meeting, Sun. Nov. 6 

Holiday dinner, Dec date TBA 

Many of these dates are still tentative.  

 

 

Section Officers 

President: Bob Wilson 
Vice-President: Jamie Graham 

Secretary: Hazel Ostrowerka 
Treasurer: Rob Watson 
Membership: Jeff Cohen  

Newsletter: Bob Wilson 
Website: Rob Watson 

Dealer Ambassador, Victoria: Dennis 

Ostrowerka 
Dealer Ambassador, Nanaimo: Barry 

Patchett 
Director at Large: Ron Drane 
Director at Large: Kevin Carlé 

Hon. Vice President: Peter Trzewik 
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Coming Events 

Coachwerks – Saturday Feb. 20 

Join us at 10 am on Saturday Feb. 20th for a tour at 

Coachwerls and an explanation of the work that goes 

into producing top quality concours restorations. 

Among the other things you might learn is how the 

English wheel is used on German cars. Coachwerks 

manager Michael Grams will be on hand to guide us 

around. Coffee will be served. 

Please reply to Jamie Graham (click) by Feb 16 if 

you’re planning to come so we have some idea of 

numbers.  

 

The Membership Roster 
The National Business Office maintains the Club roster of roughly 22,000 members. Organized by Section, it 

tabulates all of the information given by members at the time of their enrollment and in subsequent updates. 

The national roster is our only official source of information about Vancouver Island Section’s members. 

The membership at large has very limited access to the roster. By logging in and clicking ‘Our Community  

Find a Member’, any member can search for any other member by name. Who was that person I sat next to at 

lunch and how might I get in touch? The information retrieved is limited to name, section and vehicle(s) but a 

link allows email contact without revealing the recipient’s address.  

By logging in to the NBO site (www.mbca.org), members can update any of the information in their profile. Just 

click on your user name at the top right of the screen and then click ‘Edit my Profile  Member Information’. 

Some Section board members have more privileged access if their function requires it. As President, I can see 

all the information in the roster for every member of the Vancouver Island Section (only). The Membership 

Director, Jeff Cohen, maintains this information in a separate spreadsheet that is used to send out notifications 

for the newsletter and events.  

The roster is used for other functions, such as determining eligibility for year-pins and, occasionally, analyzing 

the demographics of our vehicles.  

I’ll take another look at vehicle demographics later this year. You can find the last analysis on our website in the 

May, 2013 issue of the newsletter (click). These analyses help the executive understand the interests of our 

members, and that’s an input to our event list. For example, the roster tells me that the oldest vehicle in our 

section will turn 66 this year. Impressive, certainly, the information tells me that we have no pre-war cars to 

draw on for display events. And how is our interest divided between ‘old’ and ‘new’? between cars and the 

increasingly popular SUVs and crossovers?  

In preparation for this May’s analysis, it would be helpful if each of you reading would take the time to see that 

your information in the national roster database is current and complete. For example, fewer than 6 in 10 

Welcome New Members! 

Sean McEwan – Victoria  

Marcel Qualizza – Victoria – 77 450SL 

Renewing Members! 

Sue & Dan Linnan – 04 C240 

Philip Topalian 

 

Thank you! 

mailto:ntegrity@telus.net?subject=Coachwerks
http://vancouverisland.mbca.org/newsletters
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Vancouver Island members have recorded what model(s)  of Mercedes they own. While MB ownership is not a 

requirement of Club membership, I’m sure that almost all our members have at least one. Did you update your 

roster information when you bought a new car or sold your old one? Please take a look at your Member 

Information in the roster and ensure it’s complete and up to date.  

At the same time, please consider adding your spouse/partner as an Associate Member, if he or she is not 

already in that category. It’s totally free!   

 

Olympic View 
Our January event was lunch in the clubhouse at the Olympic View Golf course. Twenty members and guests 

gathered for conversation and drinks followed by lunch ordered from the menu. We enjoyed each others’ 

company and the time sped by. The silent auction of a calendar featuring large pictures of MB classics raised 

$35 for the Club.  
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Annual awards for 2015: Ron Drane— Member of the year; Hazel & Dennis Ostrowerka— Chemainus Trophy; 

Bob Wilson —Northwest Region Officer of the Year. Not shown, because he was away, Rob Watson—

Enthusiasts Trophy. 

Stargazing 

The Connected Car (4) 

anuary brings with it the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas, a time and place when engineers 

and manufacturers bring out their most innovative products. The CEO of Nvidia, a company that just might 

have made the graphics accelerator in your computer, showed what he claimed is the first supercomputer 

designed to enable autonomous vehicles. It’s a little box with 12 CPU cores, probably eight or ten more than 

your home computer has, which runs at a speed of 8 teraflops. That’s 8 trillion calculations per second. A bit 

worryingly, it’s liquid-cooled and consumes 250 watts of power, but that’s only 5.2 amps at 48 volts. Volvo will 

reportedly be the first customer to take it for a test drive.  

Toyota and Ford are part of a consortium of big auto makers pushing open-source infotainment platforms, a 

move partly intended to stop Apple and Google from cornering the market for the display in your centre stack. 

After a lot of negative feedback on Ford’s last generation of informatics, their MyTouch3, the latest iteration of 

their COMAND equivalent, has possibly the most advanced application suite available for vehicles. Ford is, for 

example, offering $100,000 to the creator of the best software for flying a drone from the bed of a pickup 

truck. They say they have first-responders in mind, but hunting will never be the same once this comes out.  

Ford’s autonomous test vehicles are based on the Fusion hybrid. The company’s play with self-driving hasn’t 

got nearly as much press as Google and Apple’s efforts, but Ford will have some 30 cars ‘on the road’ this year. 

Ford is exploring software like Amazon’s Lynk to allow drivers to control parts of their home while on the road, 

for example turning on a porch-light or the coffee-maker. Of course, the driver will be able to issue instructions 

to the car while seated at her kitchen table, which will be fine as long as her daughter hasn’t borrowed the car 

without asking.  

Driverless technology still has its problems. Demonstrations to date have been conducted in nice weather on 

dry roads. The technologies involved, cameras, radar and Lidar (which in my day stood for Laser-Infrared 

Detection and Ranging) have trouble with bad weather. Toyota reports progress is being made with radar in 

the rain, but dealing with mud, slush and winter driving is a challenge yet to be resolved.  

The industry has also started to talk about user acceptance. At the time we learned to drive, perhaps a long 

time ago, our knowledge behind the wheel became pretty well frozen. Driving.ca reported on a Canadian 

survey that shows willingness to consider buying an autonomous car declines with age and is strongest in 

J 
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Ontario and Quebec. Still, only about half of us would apparently consider a self-driving car for their next 

vehicle, and presumably most of those would first like to hear how they work out.  

Dongles provide a different level of connectivity, one 

without automation. An automotive dongle is a 

gadget that plugs into the OBDII port under the 

dashboard, the same spot where your mechanic 

hooks up their diagnostic computer.  

 

A dongle from Vinli that turns a car into a T-Mobile 

wifi hotspot.  This one is possibly not a good idea. 

Photo digitaltrends.com 

 Daimler has started tests of Mercedes Connect Me, a dongle which enables customers to remotely check the 

fuel level of a vehicle, track mileage for expense reports or find a lost vehicle. Unlike most third party products, 

ConnectMe relies on a Bluetooth rather than cellular link to a smartphone, partly to mitigate the risk of the car 

being hacked remotely. It is said to work in older vehicles which lack the built-in capabilities of the current 

models but which are Bluetooth-enabled. There’s no word on when ConnectMe might be available.  

Playing Catch-Up 

Daimler’s plans for adding more electric power-trains to the MB lineup were revealed last month in the British 

magazine Car. First up, in 2018, is apparently a five-passenger sedan that will slot between the C and E classes. 

With styling drawn from the Concept IAA, the car should be entertaining to ‘drive’, or should that be to be a 

passenger in? Aimed at Tesla’s market, the car will have a 300kW motor on one axle with the option of a 

second on the other axle. You’ll remember that the IAA has adaptable aerodynamics (Nov. 2015 issue). Next up 

will be an SUV sized somewhere between the GLC and GLE. Like the electric B class (sold in the USA but not in 

Canada), the battery pack will be under the floor (click; hat-tip to Mike McBride).  

 

 

 

The 

Concept 

IAA in Las 

Vegas last 

month 

Daimler 

photo 

 

 

http://www.carsguide.com.au/car-news/mercedes-benz-audi-bmw-and-porsche-developing-all-electric-tesla-rivals-37653
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MB is still playing catch-up on electric powertrains. For roughly the same money, the Tesla Model S outsold 

MB’s S class in the USA last year. In Denmark last December, the Model S outsold not just every other electric 

car but every other conventional car as well, though the circumstances were abnormal (click). Mary Barra, 

GM’s charismatic CEO, showed a production Chevrolet Bolt in Las Vegas last month. A hatchback EV with a 200-

mile range and priced at $30K (USA), this car is positioned as a serious entrant into the EV market.  

The low price of gasoline—67 cents a litre in Ottawa as I write—has crimped interest in hybrid and electric 

vehicles. However, the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is as strong as ever. It’s our future, one that 

MB is embracing but not pushing.  

Trucking Along 

Sales of Daimler trucks in North America are increasing faster than sales of the company’s cars and SUVs. Most 

are sold here as Freightliner, Cascadia or Western Star, and there are also Thomas-built buses.   

Sales were up about 20 percent last year. A big reason for the success of 

Daimler Trucks products in the North American market is that customers 

increasingly recognise the benefits of their power-train. Daimler was the 

first truck manufacturer on the North American market to offer engine 

 

Image: freightlinertrucks.com 

 

and gearbox combinations designed together. The DT12 automatic transmission system is a big part of their 

success. More than 40 percent of Freightliner, Cascadia and Western Star 5700 XE are now sold with DT12 

automatic transmission systems – around twice as many as in 2014. No more double-clutching. This is a 12-

speed direct or overdrive manual transmission with an automated clutch and computerized shifting 

technology. The clutch is pneumatically operated, allowing faster and smoother shifts than electronic 

actuation.  

Stopping Quickly 

The US Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) recently evaluated the effectiveness of automatic braking 

systems in reducing collisions. They looked at police-reported rear-end collisions where the following car had 

technology, similar to MB’s Collision Prevention Assist, designed to automatically brake the car and prevent the 

accident. They reported that the frequency of collisions in cars equipped with automatic braking was reduced 

by almost 40% compared to the same models without it. Auto-braking systems were also found to reduce the 

frequency of injuries in this type of collision. Manufacturers included in the study were MB, Acura, Honda, 

Subaru and Volvo, and the time period included was 2010 through 2014. US regulators are in talks with 

manufacturers about making automatic braking standard. 

http://www.carsguide.com.au/car-news/mercedes-benz-audi-bmw-and-porsche-developing-all-electric-tesla-rivals-37653
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Automatic braking systems use a combination of radar and cameras to help avoid collisions with pedestrians 

and other vehicles.  Image: gm.com 

Looking Back 

Do you  find reversing harder than it used to be? The rise of back ends, literally, has brought along the 

reversing camera. I don’t remember when MB introduced its Parktronic bar-graph display but we’ve had it for 

at least 15 years. Back-up cameras came to MB not so long after, and soon added clever lines to the display so 

drivers could plot a safe parking course. But how old do you think the back-up camera is? 

Buick showed a concept car 60 years ago with a functioning back-up camera.  It had a rear mounted  

 
The 1956 Buick Centurion show car, created at a time when innovative styling mattered more than new 

technology. The screen for the back-up camera can be seen about where you’d find it today.   Photos: 

wardsauto.com 

television camera that sent images to a small screen in the dashboard. There were no rear-view mirrors.  
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Back-up cameras on production vehicles were pioneered by Toyota, who had a colour version for the Japanese 

domestic market in 1991. Guidance lines first appeared on the display courtesy of Nissan, who introduced 

them on Infiniti‘s flagship sedan in 2000.  

Like the back-up camera, distracted driving also made its debut in 1956 with the integrated radio-telephone, a 

two-brick-like device which could be ordered that year on the Cadillac Eldorado Brougham.  

The New E 

with text from Amy Wilson, Automotive News (click) 

Daimler CEO Dieter Zetsche introduced the new E-Class at January’s auto show in Detroit. This class is at the 

core of MB’s sedan sales in North America, second only to the C. Zetsche hopes it will help rekindle car sales in 

the USA, which are off 25% due to Americans’ preference for SUVs and trucks.  

Outside, the car is 65 mm longer in the wheelbase than the current model and 43 mm longer overall. Daimler’s 

press release describes the styling as ‘coupe-esque’ but side-view pictures suggest a decent amount of rear 

seat headroom. To me it looks just like other sedans but German car marketers seem obsessed with coupes.  

 
An E220 d in hyazinth red.   Daimler photo.  

Inside, touch-sensitive control buttons on the steering wheel make their first appearance in a car. Like a 

smartphone interface, they respond to horizontal and vertical swiping movements, allowing the driver to 

control the entire infotainment system using finger swipes without having to take their hands off the steering 

wheel. These touch-controls on the steering wheel supplement the touch pad that continues between the 

front seats. Interior lighting is by LEDs, which add touches of light, for example, to the trim parts, central 

display, front storage area on the centre console, handle recesses, door pockets, and front and rear foot-wells, 

all in a choice of 64 changeable colours. 

http://www.autonews.com/article/20160111/OEM04/301119932/with-2017-e-class-mercedes-aims-to-renew-a-hit
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The dashboard display features two 12.3-inch high-resolution screens behind one smooth piece of glass 

stretching across the cockpit. One display, directly in front of the driver, serves as the instrument cluster with 

virtual instruments. Drivers can choose among three styles to customize the design of the cluster to their 

preferences. The second screen is above the center console and displays infotainment and other functions. 

The car comes loaded with semi-autonomous features. Some, such as active lane-change assistance and a 

remote parking feature, are being offered by MB for the first time but won’t be available in North America at 

launch because of the legal and regulatory environment here. Compared with existing MBs, the semi-

autonomous driving features in the coming E class have sharper steering inputs, leading to longer periods in 

which the driver can drive hands-free. That could stretch from today’s 10 seconds to as long as 60 seconds. 

The autonomous feature include: 

 Active Lane-change Assist: It helps the driver change lanes on multilane roads. After a driver has 

indicated a turn for at least two seconds, a radar-and-camera based system can steer the vehicle into 

an adjacent lane if it detects that the lane is unoccupied. 

 Remote Parking Pilot: It moves the vehicle into and out of garages and parking spaces remotely using a 

smartphone app. It allows occupants to get into and out of the car easily even when space is tight. 

 Car-to-X communication: Enabled by mobile phones, the vehicle can exchange information with other 

vehicles farther ahead on the road, allowing the driver to effectively “see around corners” well in 

advance. Mercedes says it can help in the event of immediate danger such as black ice on the road or a 

broken-down vehicle ahead. 

Car-to-X, more commonly called vehicle-to-X, or V2X, refers to “vehicle to anything,” a connected-car term for 

cars that communicate with other cars as well as infrastructure such as traffic lights. In this case, the new E 

class simultaneously acts as a receiver and a transmitter of data. 

There have been continuing concerns about the greenhouse gas ratings of heat-exchange gases in air-

conditioners. From 2017, MB will offer CO2-based air conditioning in the E and S classes. Daimler’s media 

release on this topic (click) coyly did not provide any detail on how the system operates, other than to say that 

it works well and meets new EU standards for climate protection.  

The First E 

 

 

 

A 170V sedan 

 

Daimler photo 

 

http://media.daimler.com/deeplink?cci=2725805
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Daimler has been busy re-glossing the history of Mercedes-Benz, extending the C, E and S classes back into a 

time before the model names actually appeared. The updated family tree tells us that 80 years ago, in 

February, 1936 the first E-class was introduced to the public. Badged as the 170V, the car was available in a 

variety of models. There were two and four-door sedans with rear-hinged front doors, an open touring car, a 

couple of cabriolets, and even delivery vans and ambulances. 

The car was powered by a three-bearing 4-cyl engine of 1.7 litres—hence the model name—making a massive 

38 hp. The chassis was made of oval tubes with independent coil springs on the rear and leaf springs on the 

front. Top speed was 100 km/h and fuel consumption about 10 L/100 km. It was a different time.  

The 170V was also the model with which Daimler restarted production after the Second World War. The 

company managed to reorganize sufficiently to make 214 units in 1946, almost all as delivery trucks, 

ambulances and police cars. The 170V remained in production until September 1953, overlapping with the 

170S and the 170D.  

 

 

 

Horst Loewel’s 1950 170S Cabriolet B, our oldest 

car in the National Membership Database. 

 

 

 

 

For Sale 
For Sale 1968 MB 280 SL [W 113] chassis #11304412002948. This is an unrestored example. 

                                                $129,000 FOB Portland, OR 

3 owners from new with less than 56,000 miles. These miles are original. They are documented with a full 

service history from new to current. Original delivery documents and complete tool roll, 2 tops, original Becker 

Europa radio, original operating clock, original trunk mat, original spare tire, tire cover, jack, wheel chock and 

wheel nut wrench, original keys and key fob in MB Tex, original soft and hard top, original 300 SL style horns. 

Check out the photos on the next page. Further pics and schedule of judged concours events from 2005 thru 

2014 are available if interested. 

Bill Lindquist, 503 203 6240, click 

mailto:wgl0@comcast.net?subject=280%20SL
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The Back End 
MB’s head of design talks about the future (click) 

The new strategy in the auto industry: cars nobody will buy:  (click; hat tip to Mike McBride) 

130 years ago: Carl Benz filed his patent for the ‘first car’ on January 29, 1886 (click). It wasn’t seen on the road 

until that July.  

One of the world’s great adventures, the 2013 Peking-Paris endurance rally (click). In this video you’ll see an 

amazing variety of classic cars, including a few Mercedes-Benz.  

Construction of the clubhouse at the Vancouver Island Motorsport Circuit has been closed in (click) 

 

The new E-class was shown at the Detroit auto show last month. This is an E350 e plug-in hybrid, in a colour 

called cobalt blue. This car is capable of about 30 km of electric-only operation, a disappointingly short distance 

for a PHEV in 2016.  

http://www.autonews.com/article/20160103/OEM03/301049945/design-boss-wagener-maps-out-mercedes-turnaround?profile=1657&cciid=email-autonews-carsconcepts
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-15/the-new-strategy-in-the-auto-industry-cars-nobody-will-buy
http://www.roadandtrack.com/car-culture/news/a28039/karl-benzs-gas-powered-three-wheeler-turns-130-today/
http://www.endurorally.com/pages/peking-to-paris-2013-video
http://islandmotorsportcircuit.com/january-30-track-update/

